Our research continues to study two primary areas. First is the area of visual attention where we have shown that there are both transient and sustained components. In contrast to the sustained component, we find that the transient component is much more powerful, is short lasting, is relatively independent of volition and finally, is also independent of the stimulus that elicits it. Thus, it is a genuine attentional effect not tied directly to the sensory stimulus but is probably operative relatively early in visual cortical processing, particularly in relation to the sustained component. We have also shown that the latency of this transient component is reduced by the prior removal of a stimulus fixation mark. Such a finding provides strong support for the view that express saccadic eye movements (seen under similar conditions) are mediated by rapid shifts of attention. (Continued on reverse side)
19. Abstract -- continued

Second, we have been studying issues related to partial visibility. In particular, we examine how the visual system deals with occlusion. Our results indicate that the occlusive relations of surfaces have widespread effects in vision, influencing color, motion, transparency and depth.
Research Objectives:

Our goal has been to consolidate the phenomenological observations using objective techniques and to write up our results for publications.

Status of Research:

We have made detailed quantitative studies which have confirmed many of our preliminary observations. In particular, we have:

-- measured the depth of monocular points in stereograms,
-- quantified the amount of rivalry of monocular points as a function of the eye of origin and its relation to occlusion constraints,
-- found new phenomenon related to motion correspondence, showing that even motion correspondence is highly influenced by occlusive relations,
-- studied the relation between real and subjective contours and have found that the interactions are asymmetric, a finding consistent with physiological signs of subjective contours in area V2.

Manuscripts:

Over the past year, the following manuscripts have been completed, submitted or are in press.
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6. Paradiso, M.A., S. Shimojo and K. Nakayama. Asymmetric interactions between real and subjective contours and their relationship to the organization of visual cortex. (Submitted to Vision Research)
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